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Enhancing Driving Safety and User Experience Through Unobtrusive and Function-Specific Feedback

Abstract

Inappropriate trust in the capabilities of automated driving systems can result in misuse and insufficient monitoring behaviour that impedes safe manual driving performance following takeovers. Previous studies indicate that the communication of system uncertainty can promote appropriate use and monitoring by calibrating trust. However, existing approaches require the driver to regularly glance at the instrument cluster to perceive the changes in uncertainty. This may lead to missed uncertainty changes and user disruptions. Furthermore, the benefits of conveying the uncertainty of the different vehicle functions such as lateral and longitudinal control have yet to be explored. This research addresses these gaps by investigating the impact of unobtrusive and function-specific feedback on driving safety and user experience. Transferring knowledge from other disciplines, several different techniques will be assessed in terms of their suitability for conveying uncertainty in a driving context.
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Introduction and Abridged Literature Review

Vehicles equipped with automated driving systems (ADSs) promise advances in safety while simultaneously affording users the option to engage in non-driving related tasks (NDRTs). For the foreseeable future, however, users will be required to take over the dynamic driving task (DDT) in critical situations [7]. Such takeover requests (TORs) are signalled when system disengagement is imminent. TORs require users to immediately focus on the driving scene and rapidly comprehend the situation. To prepare users for takeovers, previous research has suggested to constantly communicate uncertainties, quasi the likelihood of TORs. The existing proposals, however, solely rely on visual information presented in the instrument cluster and thus require users to regularly shift their attention away from the NDRT. This potentially results in missed uncertainty changes and user disruptions. Further, presenting information about the system’s uncertainty regarding specific functions, e.g. lateral control, has yet to be explored. Addressing these shortcomings, this research project aims at designing a novel interaction concept to increase safety and experience.

**Rationale for Communicating Uncertainties**

When automated systems temporarily relieve users from the DDT, thus taking them out of the loop, significant human factors challenges are the consequence, particularly the Out-of-the-Loop (OOTL) performance problem [6]: When required to take over the previously automated task, human operators are slow to detect and understand problems with the automation and may not be capable of adequately performing the task [5]. Endsley and Kiris [5] ascribe the OOTL performance problem primarily to the user’s loss of situation awareness (SA). Analogue to attentional buffers [14], SA can be interpreted as a buffer that is filled when the user focuses on the field relevant for driving (FRD) and is diminished when glancing away from it. Therefore, gaze behaviour is key for enhancing SA and improving safety in takeover scenarios. A factor that is closely connected to the operator’s monitoring behaviour is trust. Recent findings indicate that users’ trust in the automation and their monitoring frequency are inversely related [12, 26]. By calibrating the operator’s trust (see Figure 1), the appropriate use and monitoring behaviour can be supported. Knowledge about the trustee’s ability to perform a certain task forms the basis of trust and providing related information supports the user’s trust calibration [13]. Particularly automated systems that utilise neural networks, such as ADSs, allow the dynamic extraction of this information [20].

**Uncertainty Communication in the Automotive Domain**

Several research attempts have focused on providing information about the automation’s capability to perform the DDT in order to support the trust calibration of the user. Beller et al. [1] investigated the impact of displaying a schematised uncertain face in the instrument cluster in unclear situations. The results indicate that the communication of system uncertainty increases driving safety, more specifically the time to collision. Further, participants that were provided with the uncertainty information directed their attention in critical situations more to the FRD than the control group, resulting in improved SA.

Helldin et al. [11] explored the communication of seven different uncertainty levels using bars in the instrument cluster, each bar representing one level. The results show that users who were presented with the uncertainty information could afford to allocate their attention away from the FRD and perform NDRTs for a longer time than the control group. Nonetheless, the participants of the experimental group were able to take over the DDT faster than those of the control group. In line with these findings, studies in aviation and the military confirmed the benefits of presenting uncertainty on task performance [4, 8, 20, 31].
The presented publications affirm the outlined benefits of communicating uncertainties. A limitation of the previous work, however, is that users are required to move their focus towards the instrument cluster in order to gain knowledge about the system’s current uncertainty. Already, this has shown benefits regarding the practicability of NDRTs [11], but solutions that do not require the driver to glance to the instrument cluster will likely improve this further. An additional limitation is that both publications conveyed the uncertainty of the overall system, not its function-specific uncertainty. Further, the studies did not explore and assess various means of displaying uncertainty in a driving context. Indeed, other researchers proposed to expand the knowledge in this area by exploring different modalities (auditory and visual) and the implications of presenting uncertainty qualitatively, quantitatively, or representationally [24]. Nevertheless, the described shortcomings remain unaddressed and justify the need for more research in the field.

**Key Feedback Aspects**

**Unobtrusive:** Users perceive the system’s uncertainty without being disrupted in the exertion of NDRTs.

**Two-Step:** The overall uncertainty is presented to shift the attention of the user to the FRD where more detailed information is available.

**Function-Specific:** Presenting uncertainty concerning the different parts of the DDT may aid users with locating the problem and overcoming the OOTL performance problem.

**Novel Approach for Conveying Uncertainty**

This project will focus on addressing the three identified gaps by exploring the following research questions:

- How can uncertainty be conveyed without disrupting the user in non-safety critical situations?
- How does the communication of function-specific uncertainty impact driving safety and user experience?
- How can the overall uncertainty and the function-specific uncertainties be conveyed most intuitively?

To combine the potential benefits of unobtrusive and more detailed communication of uncertainties, a two-step process is proposed: First, the attention of the user is shifted towards the FRD through an unobtrusive stimulus that becomes more salient with increasing uncertainty. In contrast to previous solutions, this allows the user to remain completely engaged in NDRTs as long as the system is fully capable of handling the current situation. Once users shift their attention towards the FRD as a result of an increased salience, function-specific uncertainties will be available within the FRD (step two). It is anticipated that this will allow users to quickly assess which aspect of the DDT is affected and will support them in localising the problem, thus countering the OOTL performance problem.

**Unobtrusive Feedback**

In general, information between system and user can be transferred using the visual (ambient and focal [22]), auditory, and haptic sensory channels [32]. To allow for an unobtrusive and less demanding interaction, an unoccupied channel should be preferred for the presentation of uncertainty information. The auditory and focal visual channel are likely preoccupied with NDRTs such as watching videos or handling mobile devices. This leaves both the haptic channel and ambient vision available for the unobtrusive communication of uncertainty information.

Both sensory channels were shown to be implementable in a driving context. Seat vibration, for instance, has successfully been employed for conveying spatial information about nearby vehicles before takeovers [29, 30]. Similarly, studies have shown that ambient light can be used for comparable applications [3, 16]. This research project will further explore these channels in the context of communicating uncertainties. Both the general suitability and intuitiveness of haptic and ambient feedback as well as their different instantiations will be investigated. This includes, for instance, the assessment of the suitability of different variables, e.g. light intensity or hue.

**Function-Specific Feedback**

It is hypothesised that function-specific feedback can help the user to understand which part of the DDT is affected and may counteract the OOTL performance problem. While
no related studies have been identified in a driving context, knowledge can be transferred from other domains. In a military context, Neyedli et al. [23] showed that integrating uncertainty information with the affected data resulted in improvements in reliance compared to a display that presented data and its uncertainty separately. Further, previous studies indicated that graphically displaying uncertainty is (at least) equally effective as numerical or verbal communication [8, 31]. If transferred to a driving context, these findings suggest that graphically integrating the uncertainty information into the environment would be beneficial. For this application, contact analogue head-up displays (cHUDs) could be employed that project augmented reality (AR), world-fixed content onto the driving scene [9, 28].

The integration of uncertainty information with the affected data has been of major interest for Geographic Information Science (GIscience) [18, 25]. A frequently employed strategy within GI Science is to utilise visual variables, manipulable abstract signs, that have initially been identified by Bertin [2] and were subsequently extended [10, 17, 21]. The identified visual variables are: position, size, shape, value, orientation, colour, grain, arrangement, saturation, crispness, transparency, and resolution (see Figure 2, illustrations a-l). In addition to the described abstract signs that vary in a single visual variable, iconic symbols make use of metaphors, such as a clock for depicting time, and might be easier to match with different uncertainty components [19]. MacEachren [19] conducted two linked empirical studies to examine the intuitiveness of the presented abstract as well as additional iconic variables for communicating uncertainty in a geographic context. The results indicate that particularly crispness (j) and location (a) can present uncertainty very intuitively, followed by arrangement (h), value (d), size (b), and transparency (k). Additionally, abstract vehicles led to quicker judgements, while iconic symbols were more accurately judged. This research project will explore the usability of the visual variables in a driving context (see Figure 3), identify the most intuitive variables for each DDT function, and subsequently compare the identified variables with the use of more traditional icons and diagrams as employed by Beller et al. [1] and Helldin et al. [11].

General Methodology and Proposed Studies
This research takes a controlled stepwise approach. First, a key set of haptic and ambient signals which have greatest saliency and intuitiveness for drivers engaged in NDRTs will be identified. In a parallel study, participants will be asked to rate the intuitiveness of different visual variables for conveying function-specific uncertainties (see Figure 3). Informed by step one, these select signals and visual variables will be tested in a dynamic driving environment. A driving simulator has been selected rather than on-road driving to allow for manipulation of the vehicle dashboard in a safe context. This study aims to investigate the impacts of the proposed two-level interaction process on driving safety and user experience. This will include objective measurements of driving performance such as time to collision, braking intensity, and lane deviation as well as measurements of SA and trust, including analyses of the gaze behaviour. As the communication of function-specific uncertainty allows the user to identify the affected aspect of the DDT, further research will explore the practicability of partial takeovers, e.g. performing only the lateral control while the ADS continues to control the longitudinal movement. This new approach to vehicle interaction is anticipated to ultimately enhance the safety of ADSs by keeping users constantly aware of the vehicle’s current capabilities and providing information that guides them to the problem at hand. Further, users do not have to regularly monitor the instrument cluster as the information is perceived even when performing NDRTs, thus improving their user experience.
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